SUPERTOUGH™ SUPERSAFE™ SUPERVERSATILE™

HOME & GARDEN
JCB Paint is an extremely durable, high quality, multi-purpose paint; it is
perfect to use in the garden and throughout the home.
Its SUPERTOUGH™ features create an impervious and non-penetrable barrier
to protect your surfaces from anything day to day life can throw at it.
Externally, JCB Paint will protect the surface integrity of your house, garden
equipment and outdoor buildings against the toughest of weather conditions.
It can withstand rain, snow, UV radiation, heat, cold and harmful chemicals.
It is hardwearing with excellent abrasion resistance, and more importantly, the
paint allows the fabric of a building to pass moisture back and forth without
hindrance.
The microporous finish of JCB Paint also allows wood in your decking, fencing
or shed to breathe and reduces the risk of swelling and shrinkage.
An active fungicide ingredient slows the growth of mildew, algae or fungi on
any exterior surface; neither will it crack, flake, peel or blister due to the paints
outstanding performance.
Internally, high moisture areas such as the bathroom will also be protected by
our unique mould inhibitor, which minimises condensation and the potential
for mould to grow.
It is also resistant to typical household stains and easily removes dirt, dust, oil
and grease, making it the perfect solution for the kitchen, garage or hallway.
This paint is resistant to repeated washing, steam or solvent cleaning which
lessens the necessity to repaint surfaces over and over again.
If you want to create a SUPERSAFE™ environment in your home, you will be
particularly interested in the paint’s flame retardancy, smoke suppression and
anti-bacteria formulation.
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JCB Paint is the only brand of paint which is ISO accredited for fire, smoke and
bacteria protection.
Independently tested by a leading laboratory this paint reduces the spread of
flames and the production of smoke in the event of a fire, providing valuable
time to evacuate your home.
Adding to your peace of mind, JCB Paint also reduces common bacteria like
MRSA, MSSA and E. coli by 99% across all surfaces.
JCB Paint is water-based, solvent-free and does not contain any heavy metals,
white spirits or formaldehyde; you can rest assured this paint is safe to use in
your home.
As this paint is free from toxic hazards, it has an extremely low VOC (volatile
organic compound) content and is virtually odourless.
People affected by asthma and associated allergies can also enjoy the many
benefits of painting their home knowing the lack of fumes will not set off an
attack.
This SUPERVERSATILE™ paint is suitable for virtually any surface - wood, metal,
masonry or plastic.
It does not require an undercoat or primer, so it is fast and easy to apply, and
in most cases, one coat is all you need for that perfect finish.
Its matt emulsion leaves a smooth, velvety appearance and the paint is
available throughout the UK in the four most common colours – white,
magnolia, black and grey.
We also offer a full spectrum of RAL colours bespoke; these are custom mixed
to your exact requirements to give you excellent, strong colour performance.
If you plan to decorate inside or out, using JCB’s 1 TOUGH PAINT will ensure
that your surfaces look beautiful and remain protected for many years to
come.
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Click here to find your nearest stockist; you can also contact us +44(0)330 113
0002 or info@jcbpaint.com.
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